Abstract: Jitter and shimmer are measures of the fundamental frequency and amplitude cycle-to-cycle variations, respectively. Both features have been largely used for the description of pathological voices, and since they characterise some aspects concerning particular voices, they are expected to have a certain degree of speaker specificity. In the current work, jitter and shimmer are successfully used in a speaker verification experiment. Moreover, both measures are combined with spectral and prosodic features using several types of normalisation and fusion techniques in order to obtain better verification results. The overall speaker verification system is also improved by using histogram equalisation as a normalisation technique previous to fusing the features by support vector machines.
Introduction
One of the central issues addressed by automatic speaker recognition research is to find those features that convey speaker identity. Traditionally, automatic speaker recognition systems have relied mostly on low-level characteristics by using short-term features related to the spectrum of the voice, associated mainly to the physical traits of the vocal apparatus. However, humans rely on several linguistic levels contained in the speech signal in order to identify people from voice alone [1]: the voice timbre, a characteristic laugh, specific and repeatedly used words etc. In contrast to the spectral level, these linguistic features are mainly related to the learned habits and style.
Since this linguistic information plays an important role in the human recognition process, there is reason to believe, as recent studies have demonstrated [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , that it can add complementary knowledge to the traditional spectrum-based recognition systems, improving their accuracy. Moreover, they appear to be more robust to acoustic degradations from channel and noise effects [9, 10] .
In the current paper, prosodic information is first added to a traditional spectral system in order to improve their performance, finding and selecting appropriated characteristics related to the human speech prosody, and combining them with the traditional spectral features. Such prosodic characteristics include parameters related to the fundamental frequency in order to capture the intonation contour, and other parameters such as the length of the speech segments to represent the speaker speech tempo.
Apart from the above-mentioned features, there may be many more characteristics that provide complementary information, being of great value for the speaker recognition task. The main objective of this paper is to use jitter and shimmer as additional acoustic features for speaker verification experiments. These features are related to the way how the speech is produced. Specifically, jitter and shimmer have been largely used to detect voice pathologies and to identify the age and gender of the speakers [11] , which leads to think that they can be of usefulness in the speaker recognition task.
Prosodic and other additional features are especially useful when combined with the short-term spectral parameters [7, 8] . Therefore the current paper focuses also on the combination of such features in order to improve the overall performance of the system. To this end, some existing normalisation and fusion methods are implemented in order to find those techniques with which the best performance is obtained. Moreover, a histogram equalisation (HE) of the scores is tested in order to improve the overall system performance. This paper is structured as follows. Next, the spectral and prosodic parameters used in the baseline systems are described. In Section 3, jitter and shimmer measurements are introduced. Section 4 deals with the normalisation and fusion techniques used in the current experiments. In Section 5, the verification experiments and results are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions of the current work are found in Section 6.
Spectral and prosodic parameters

Voice spectrum-based parameters
Although the features extracted from the speech signal can be related to both source and filter processes, speaker recognition systems have tended to use only the filter features. These parameters, referred to as the spectral level of speech, relate to the physiology of the vocal tract and to the learnt articulatory configurations that shape the specific speech sounds [12 -14] .
The most commonly used parameters in the state-of-the-art speaker and speech recognition technologies are the Melfrequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [15, 16] . However, the frequency filtering (FF) method [17] uses a simple filter H(z) ¼ z 2 z 21 instead of the discrete cosine transform in the MFCC extraction process. This filter consists of a simple subtraction of the energies of two bands to compute each parameter, so that the computational cost is lower and the resulting parameters remain in the frequency domain. In most of the experiments performed in [18, 19] , these parameters give comparable or even better results than Mel-cepstrum coefficients.
Prosody-based parameters
In order to recognise others with voice, humans use other speech sources such as lexical terms, prosody or phonetics, which are related to the use of linguistic cues derived from language. Since speech carries this sort of information, some speaker recognition systems have also begun to use the source parameters together with the filter parameters. These source parameters relate mainly to the fundamental frequency and power of the speech and, in turn, to the prosody of the spoken phrases [7, 8, 20] . Prosody is conveyed through three different elements: intonation, rhythm and stress [21] . It is well-known that prosody plays an important role in the speech act and communication in everyday speech [22, 23] ; the speech, in turn, becomes adjustable to the particularities of the speaker, so that each person may use distinct variations of tone, intensity and rhythm in their speech production. Prosodic variations apply normally to more than one phoneme: syllables, words, phrases, clauses etc. Since phonemes are known as speech segments in linguistic terms, these prosodic elements are also known as 'suprasegmental features', and they are usually analysed over sequences of segments or entire syllables [21, 24] .
The prosodic features used in this paper are inspired by the previous works of [25] and [7] and are extracted using the manually corrected word-level transcriptions of the entire Switchboard-I corpus [26] , and the Praat software for acoustic analysis [27] . These features, listed below, include features related to word and segmental duration and fundamental frequency. They are computed for each word and then averaged over all words.
Features related to word and segment duration: † Logarithm of number of frames per word. † Fraction of voiced frames within each word.
Features related to fundamental frequency F0-related features are estimated with Praat, by performing an acoustic periodicity detection based on a crosscorrelation method using a Hanning window with a physical length of 40/3 ms and a shift of 10/3 ms: † Logarithm of mean F0. † Logarithm of maximum F0. † Logarithm of minimum F0. † Logarithm of the range of F0 (maximum F02minimum F0). † F0 slope computed as (last F02first F0)/(number of frames). † Mean slope of the stylised F0 contour, using a 2 semitones frequency resolution [27] .
Logarithmic transformations are performed on some features so that the distribution of values will look more Gaussian [28, 29] . Fig. 1 illustrates this fact for the frames per word feature distribution. Values of skewness and kurtosis for all the transformed distributions yield within the Gaussianity limits, and they were more related to a normal distribution than the original distributions. In the example illustrated in refers to the variability of F0, and it is affected mainly because of the lack of control of vocal fold vibration [30, 31] . On the other hand, vocal intensity is related to subglottic pressure of the air column, which, in turn, depends on other factors such as amplitude of vibration and tension of vocal folds [32] . Shimmer is affected mainly because of the reduction in this tension and mass lesions in the vocal folds [30] .
Both jitter and shimmer features have been largely used to detect voice pathologies (see e.g. [33 -35] ). They are commonly measured for long sustained vowels, and values of jitter and shimmer above a certain threshold are considered being related to pathological voices, which are usually perceived by humans as breathy, rough or hoarse voices. More recently, they have also been used to determine the classification of human speaking styles [36] and the age and gender of the speakers [11] . Absolute jitter values, for instance, are found larger in males, whereas relative jitter values are larger in females [37] . Moreover, F0 and amplitude instability increases with the aged voice, resulting in greater jitter and shimmer values and leading to tremor and increased hoarseness [38] . However, the ability of these features for age classification is normally reduced to two age intervals [39] .
A study presented in [40] showed that jitter and shimmer originating from the glottal source are altered by the influence of the vocal tract, as stated in [35] . Also in [35] , a theoretical model for the measured jitter and shimmer interaction and the effects of the vocal tract is proposed and compared to the measured results, which show that significant amounts of jitter and shimmer are introduced in the signal by the vocal tract filtering, and that this alteration is nearly an order of magnitude depending on the fundamental frequency. Moreover, [35] demonstrates that large relative values of jitter and shimmer can affect the measurement accuracy.
In this paper, jitter and shimmer have been analysed in order to test their usefulness in speaker verification. These features are normally measured for sustained vowels in the frame voice pathology detection; however, since voiced consonants are useful in the speaker recognition task, jitter and shimmer are measured for all the voiced speech segments in the current experiments. Both features have been extracted by using the Praat voice analysis software, which reports different kinds of measurements for both jitter and shimmer features, listed below.
Jitter measurements
Jitter (absolute): cycle-to-cycle variation of fundamental frequency, that is, the average absolute difference between consecutive periods, expressed as
( 1) where T i are the extracted F0 period lengths and N is the number of extracted F0 periods, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Jitter (relative): average absolute difference between consecutive periods, divided by the average period
Jitter (rap): relative average perturbation, the average absolute difference between a period and the average of it and its two neighbours, divided by the average period
Jitter (ppq5): five-point period perturbation quotient, computed as the average absolute difference between a period and the average of it and its four closest neighbours, divided by the average period (as shown in equation 4)
Shimmer measurements
Shimmer (absolute): variability of the peak-to-peak amplitude in decibels, that is, the average absolute base-10 logarithm of the difference between the amplitudes of consecutive periods, Figure 1 Original feature distribution related to the number of frames per word (a), and resulting distribution after applying a logarithmic transformation (b) 
where A i are the extracted peak-to-peak amplitude data and N is the number of extracted fundamental frequency periods, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Shimmer (relative): average absolute difference between the amplitudes of consecutive periods, divided by the average amplitude
Shimmer (apq3): three-point amplitude perturbation quotient, the average absolute difference between the amplitude of a period and the average of the amplitudes of it and its neighbours, divided by the average amplitude (as shown in equation 7):
Shimmer (apq5): five-point Amplitude Perturbation Quotient, the average absolute difference between the amplitude of a period and the average of the amplitudes of it and its four closest neighbours, divided by the average amplitude (as shown in equation 8)
Shimmer (apq11): 11-point amplitude perturbation quotient, the average absolute difference between the amplitude of a period and the average of the amplitudes of it and its ten closest neighbours, divided by the average amplitude
Normalisation and fusion techniques
Individual systems can be combined in order to obtain a better overall performance [41] . This combination can be performed at different levels: the feature extraction level, the match score level and the decision level. Fusion at the match score level is usually preferred by most of the systems; however, prior to combining the scores of the matchers into a single score, a normalisation process need to be performed in order to transform all the scores of the individual matchers into a common domain [42] . Thus, score combination is a two-step process: normalisation and fusion [43 -46] .
Normalisation methods
In the current paper, the conventional z-score (ZS) technique has been used to normalise the scores [42] . ZS sets the mean of the normalised scores to zero and their variance to one, according to
where mean(A) and std(A) are the statistical mean and the standard deviation of the set of scores A, respectively, and a is the individual score to normalise. On the other hand, HE has been applied in this paper to the score distributions as a normalisation technique, performing a matching of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a reference score distribution and the CDF of the variable to be transformed, as recently done by the authors in [47] . HE is a non-linear transformation that converts a probability distribution to another, in order to match all the statistics of two probability distributions, reducing the mismatch of the statistics of two signals [48, 49] . This technique has also been developed for speech recognition adaptation approaches and correction of non-linear effects [50, 51] , and it has also been applied to the acoustic features in order to improve the robustness of a speaker verification system by reducing the mismatch between training and test conditions and the additive noise and channel and transducer effects [49, 52] .
Score-level fusion techniques
In the context of a verification task, two distinct approaches to score-level fusion can be considered: the combination approach and the classification approach [42] . The first one formulates the score fusion as a combination problem, where the individual matching scores are combined using simple arithmetic or rule operations in order to generate a single scalar score, which is then used to make the final decision [53, 54] . In matcher weighting (MW) fusion, for instance, each unimodal score is weighted by a factor proportional to its recognition rate, so that the weights for more accurate matchers are higher than those of less accurate matchers [44] . When using Equal Error Rate (EERs), for instance, the final score is expressed as
where w i and s i are the weighting factor and the individual score for the ith modality and N is the number of modalities.
On the other hand, support vector machines (SVM) is one of the most currently used fusion techniques based on the classification approach, where the scores obtained by individual classifiers are seen as input patterns to be labelled as 'accepted' or 'rejected' [55, 56] . The SVM algorithm finds an optimal separating hyperplane (determined by the 'support vectors') that splits input data in two classes, maximising the distance of the hyperplane to the nearest data points of each class. Since data are normally not linearly separable, an extension to non-linear boundaries is achieved by using specific functions called kernel functions [57] . The kernel function used in the current experiments is a radial basis function expressed as
Recognition experiments
This section focuses first on the use of prosody in speaker recognition and then on the combination with spectral information in order to improve the overall performance of a verification system. The baseline spectral system used in the current experiments is introduced in Section 5.1. The performance of the individual prosodic parameters is shown in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, these prosodic features are combined with the spectral parameters.
The current paper focuses also on the improvement of a prosodic and voice spectral verification system by introducing new features based on jitter and shimmer measurements. In Section 5.4, both jitter and shimmer are introduced in more detail, and several methods to measure them are described. Both features are also used to perform some speaker recognition experiments again over the Swichboard-I database. In Section 5.5, some selected jitter and shimmer measurements are used in combination with prosodic and short-term spectral parameters.
A conventional normalisation is applied before MW fusion in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. In Section 5.5, SVM are also used in the fusion process. Although SVM seem to be used alone without any prior normalisation, an intrinsec min-max normalisation is, in these cases, normally included. The experiments performed in this section using merely SVM fusion are thus previously min-max normalised, and when using HE as a normalisation technique, a 100-interval equalisation will be applied.
Spectral baseline system
The spectrum-based recognition system used in this work is a 32-component GMM-UBM, with short-term feature vectors All the verification experiments described in this paper have been performed over the Switchboard-I conversational speech database, which is a collection of 2430 two-sided conversations among 543 speakers from all areas of the United States, recorded in different telephone sessions. The whole speech conversations have a duration of 3-10 minutes (so that each conversation side consists of 3-4 minutes on average), and the digital version of the speech signals was collected directly and automatically from the telephone network.
In the current paper, splits 1-3 of the database have been used as a training set for the speaker models, consisting of 135 registered speakers (67 males and 68 females). Each speaker model was trained with eight conversation sides of the database. The UBM includes 116 conversation sides corresponding to 116 speakers taken from the complementary set of the database (splits 4-6), and gender balanced.
The system was tested using one conversation-side for each test trial, according to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)'s 2001 Extended Data Task, with a total number of 1860 test trials (672 clients and 1188 impostors). In this task, the impostors were taken from the set of registered speakers, and some cross-sex trials were included. By using this experimental setup, the equal error rate obtained in the spectrum-based speaker recognition system equals 10.1%.
Prosodic system
A feature vector was obtained by using the eight characteristics described in Section 2.2. The system was tested using the k-nearest neighbour classifier (setting k ¼ 3) in the sum rule approach, comparing the distance of the test feature vector to the k-closest vectors of the claimed speaker against the distance of the test vector to the k-closest vectors of the cohort speakers, and using two distance measures: the Euclidean distance and the symmetrised Kullback-Leibler divergence. Table 1 shows the EER obtained for each prosodic feature using k ¼ 3. The best individual results are achieved in the features related to fundamental frequency, specially its mean values and the Kullback-Leibler divergence as a distance measure.
Fusion of spectral and prosodic parameters
Next, the individual prosodic parameters are fused at the score level with the spectral-based system, using MW fusion combined with the conventional z-score normalisation. The spectral scores are obtained from the log likelihood function, whereas the prosodic scores are an inverse function of the distance measures, since these have inverse characteristics to that of log likelihood.
As in the previous experiments, splits 1 -3 of the Switchboard-I database have been used to train the speaker models and splits 4-6 have been set as cohort speakers. The complementary set consisting of splits 4 -6 for training and splits 1 -3 as cohort speakers is used as a developing set in order to obtain the weights for MW fusion and the statistical values needed for the normalisation phase.
The results after fusing the set of prosodic features with the spectral parameters are shown in Table 2 , where the threshold of EER ¼ 10.1% corresponding to the performance of the spectral system is clearly outperformed.
Jitter-and shimmer-based system
The recognition experiments described in this section have also been performed over the Switchboard-I database. A ninefeature vector was extracted for an acoustic system based on the nine jitter and shimmer measurements described in Section 3. As in the F0-related features of the prosodic system, features were extracted using Praat, performing an acoustic periodicity detection based on a cross-correlation method, with a window length of 40/3 ms and a shift of 10/3 ms. The experiment setup was the same used in the prosodic system, but taking only the Kullback-Leibler divergence as a distance measure, and using only z-score normalisation before MW. www.ietdl.org First, in Section 5.4.1, a verification task has been performed to test the performance of a system that uses solely jitter-and shimmer-based features. Additionally, in Section 5.4.2, an identification task has been done in order to show how jitter and shimmer are useful to discriminate a voice of a particular speaker against peer speakers. Table 3 shows the EERs results for jitter and shimmer measurements, respectively, together with the combination of each measurement set. It seems that, at least, both absolute measurements of jitter and shimmer are potentially useful in speaker recognition. In the case of jitter, its relative measurements do not seem to supply helpful information, since the fusion of all jitter measurements does not outperform the results obtained with the isolated absolute measurement. In order to ensure this assumption, the absolute measurement of jitter was fused with the bestperforming relative measurement: the Jitter (relative). The combination of both measurements provided an EER of 29.3%, so that fusion of both measurements does not improve the absolute jitter measurement either.
Verification experiments:
In the case of shimmer measurements, their final fusion improves slightly the best isolated results (Shimmer (absolute)). Since all relative measurements of the same feature are highly correlated, only the relative measurement of shimmer giving the best EER is used: the Shimmer (apq3). To ensure that this measurement provides complementary information to Shimmer (absolute), both measurements were combined. The EER obtained in the fusion equalled 26.3%, improving slightly the isolated absolute measurement of shimmer.
From now on, only three cycle-to-cycle variability measurements will be used as new features: the absolute measurement of jitter, the absolute measurement of shimmer and one of the relative measurements of shimmer: the apq3. The EER of the combination of these set measurements, which will be referred to as the 3-JitShim system, equalled 22.5%. The feature distributions of these three measurements are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Table 4 shows the results obtained after a closed set identification using the same 135 speakers utilised in the verification task, as well as two more identifications using closed sets of 100 and 50 speakers, all gender balanced. Since each speaker model has been trained with eight conversation sides, the amount of remaining data for test is not large; therefore in the 100 and 50 speakers closed sets, those speakers with less available test data have been skipped. The three identification experiments have been performed with 704, 619 and 480 test trials, respectively.
Identification experiments:
As in the verification results, it seems that the absolute measurements of jitter and shimmer are more useful to discriminate speakers than the relative ones. Although the performance increases considerably when decreasing the dimension of the speakers set, these features are not good enough to be used on their own, and they need to be combined with other classical features. 
Fusion of jitter and shimmer with prosodic and spectral features
In order to see how jitter and shimmer are able to improve the prosodic and the voice spectral-based recognition systems, the new features are added to both systems separately. Fusion of individual features is also performed at the score level, using the same experimental setup as in the previous sections.
First, all eight prosodic features used in the baseline system are combined with the three features of the 3-JitShim system, resulting in a new 11-featured system. Second, the 3-JitShim system is added to the voice spectral baseline system. This allows to compare how complementary jitter and shimmer are to prosodic and spectral features, respectively. Finally, the 3-JitShim system is combined with both baselines, in order to see how the new features improve the speaker verification system. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 5 and their DET curves are plotted in Fig. 5 . The EERs obtained before using the 3-JitShim system are given in the middle column of the table, and the results after adding jitter and shimmer features are shown in the right column.
The results and the DET curves plotted in Fig. 5 show that both prosodic and spectral baselines are clearly improved when jitter and shimmer features are added to the systems. The best relative improvement is achieved by adding the 3-JitShim system to the spectral system (15%), although when fusing 3-JitShim with the prosody-based system the improvement is also considerable (14%). This suggests that the information provided by jitter and shimmer measurements to prosodic parameters and the information supplied to the spectral system are, in this case, equally complementary.
The speaker verification system based on prosodic and spectral parameters is also improved by adding the 3-JitShim system, as it can be seen in the DET curves plotted in Fig. 6 , achieving the lowest EER equalling 6.8%. In this case, a lower relative improvement is observed with respect to the ones achieved in prosodic and spectral baseline systems individually. This may be due to the use of MW technique, in which the weights associated to the best performing matchers are distributed and decreased at the expense of jitter and shimmer addition, or the existence of permanent external errors. In any case, jitter and shimmer features seem to be useful in speaker recognition and should be considered in future experiments.
Next, the 3-JitShim, the prosodic and spectral systems are combined using SVM fusion and HE as a normalisation technique. Table 6 shows the results obtained for each feature set and for the fusion of all feature sets. ZS-MS fusion is also shown for comparison, and average 90% Wald confidence intervals [58] are included in the last column.
Once again, SVM outperforms MW fusion. Moreover, the performance is, in all cases, even more improved when HE is www.ietdl.org used prior to SVM fusion as a normalisation technique, especially when applied over the 3-JitShim system.
Conclusions
Several works have demonstrated that the use of prosodic information helps to improve recognition systems based solely on spectral parameters. This fact has also been corroborated in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of the current paper, where a preliminary speaker verification system based on prosodic features has been built in order to improve a voice spectrumbased verification system over the conversational Switchboard-I database. The experiments also show that Kullback-Leibler divergence used as a distance measure in the decision classifier outperformed, in almost all cases, Euclidean distance.
In Sections 5.4 and 5.5, additional acoustic features, namely jitter and shimmer (which analyse the perturbation of fundamental frequency and waveform amplitude, respectively), have been used to improve a speaker verification system based on prosodic and spectral parameters. Both identification and verification results show that jitter and shimmer are not good enough to be used on their own, and that they need to be combined with other classical features. The current experiments have shown that jitter and shimmer can be used to provide complementary information to both spectral and prosodic systems, and that the absolute measurements of both jitter and shimmer parameters seem to be more speaker discriminative than their corresponding relative measurements.
The overall results vary depending on the fusion technique utilised in combining the involved parameters in the speaker recognition task. In this paper, the use of SVM outperforms the results obtained by MW technique. Future work may rely, for instance, on applying this fusion in a SoA system [59] . In addition, the experiments have shown that the overall results can be improved by applying an HE as a normalisation technique.
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